Boys’ Changing Voices: What Do We Know Now?

By Leon Thurman, Specialist Voice Educator

Many boys are lost to singing during their voice change. The more we know about voice change, the greater the chances boys will grow their interest and dedication to the expressive rewards of singing. To that end, this article presents detailed information about the following topics: 1) two distinct ways to gather knowledge about boys’ changing voices; 2) two exemplar voice classification methods that have grown out of those knowledge-gathering methods; 3) research evidence from sources other than choral singing research, which deepens our knowledge about boys’ pubertal voice change; and 4) the need for choral conductors to make a decision about the validity and reliability of voice classification guidelines for use in choral education.

To Start

All 10 to 16 year-old boys experience two discrete but interactive developmental processes: puberty and adolescence. Those terms are commonly used as though they refer to the same growing-up processes. They do not.

Puberty refers to the physiological and anatomical processes that confer capabilities for sexual reproduction and early capabilities for independent life. Typically, these processes can begin anytime between the ages of 10 to 16 years, from late elementary school through early high school. Pubertal processes occur in several growth-to-stabilization phases over
a period of about one to two years or more in all normally developing males.⁴

Adolescence is a period of considerable neurobiological development and psychosocial adaptation.⁵ The onset of puberty marks the beginning of adolescence and when it is complete, that period is referred to as early adolescence. Middle adolescence typically extends to the age of 18 years, and late adolescence extends to about the age of 21.⁶ Adolescence is considerably influenced by: 1) the capability for sexual desire and reproduction, and 2) the concomitant body and brain growth spurts that confer remarkable increases in physical, cognitive, emotional, and social capabilities.⁷

Gathering Knowledge

The voices of male human beings are considerably influenced by all of the above growth and adaptation processes, but this article will address only pubertal influences. So, the first question is: How can we “know” about what happens to young boys’ voices during puberty? That question begs a second: What are the most valuable ways to devise teaching practices that help those boys convert their emerging vocal capabilities into expressive vocal abilities so that they can choose to sing throughout their lives. There are two ways we can
“know.”

First way. We can visually observe and listen to a large number of 10 to 16 year old boys when they: 1) sing selected pitch patterns and/or musical excerpts in a variety of pitch ranges, volume levels, and rhythmic speeds (vocal agility); and 2) talk spontaneously, without conscious awareness of how they are talking. Audio and/or video recordings of the boys’ singing and talking can be made in order to aid the analysis of this information.

Individual boys can be tracked visually and aurally during each of their 10 to 16 years, and experienced observers can detect patterns in what they hear the boys’ voices do when they sing and talk. The detected patterns, then, can be written down and associated with their chronological ages, growth patterns, and with their descriptions of past experiences with singing and speaking. Based on those observations, interpretations can be articulated about the boys’ vocal pitch ranges, volume levels, and rhythmic speed capabilities as they proceed through their pubertal growth spurts and adolescent “settling.”

In this first way of developing knowledge about 10 to 16 year old boys’ voices, perceptions and interpretations by observers are completely subjective. With no objective measures of data, the validity and reliability of their observations are open to serious question.

Second way. Using the best available digital recording equipment, we can make video and/or audio recordings of large numbers of 10 to 16 year old boys as they sing and speak in a variety of pitch ranges/patterns, volume levels, and rhythmic speeds. Using laryngeal videostroboscopic equipment, video recordings of each boy’s vocal folds also can be made, and other individual information can be recorded, e.g., age, height, body mass index, past singing experience, private voice education, and so on.
We can then use various calibrated measuring instruments that can detect detailed movement features that occur when the boys are singing/speaking, detect detailed acoustic features that are embedded within the sound of boys’ recorded voices, and then produce visual representations of those detailed features for deeper study. The resulting graphic representations can categorize such details as:

1. Fundamental frequencies of vibration (pitch) that the boys’ vocal folds produced when the recordings were made;
2. Vocal sound spectra (fundamental frequencies, overtones, and their intensities) that were first produced by the vibrating vocal folds, then modified by shaping the vocal tract, then emitted from the oral/nasal cavities as sound waves; and
3. Progressive time durations of the vocal sound spectra.

One graphic representation that some measuring instruments can produce is called a spectrogram (see SidePanel 3 for samples). Expert analysts can observe spectrograms of a boy’s vocal tasks and relate it to his personal information and history (age, height, etc.) while listening to the recordings from which the spectrograms were made. After all the data from multiple boys have been reviewed analysts can: 1) detect patterns and produce mathematical descriptions of that information; 2) articulate comparative, evidence-based knowledge about how the pubertal growth phases affected vocal capability changes in the boys’ voices; and 3) develop concepts, terminologies, and teaching practices that are aligned with the evidence. This, then, relates to processes of vocal pedagogy, repertoire selection, and part assignments for boys progressing through their pubertal voice changes.

The above evidence-to-practice sequence is patterned after the evidence-to-practice processes that are used in all of the science-based professions such as medicine, neuropsychology, speech pathology, audiology, and physical therapy.
Two Exemplar Systems for Classifying Boys’ Voices during Puberty

Especially in the United States, two exemplar systems are currently used for classifying boys’ voices during puberty. One system was originated by Irvin Cooper and the other by one of his graduate students, John Cooksey.

The Cooper System

Cooper was Professor of Music at Florida State University from 1950 to 1970. He is most widely known as a pioneer in the development of integrated concepts, terminologies, and practical methods for teaching changing male voices in choral settings. In 1965, Cooper published his ideas, including his system of voice classification, in *Teaching Junior High School Music: General Music and the Vocal Program*. The Director of the School of Music at Florida State, Karl O. Kuersteiner, was co-author. A second edition was published in 1970, about one year before Dr. Cooper’s death.

Cooper was born in the United Kingdom and earned his baccalaureate degree from the University of Manchester. He then moved to Montreal, Quebec, Canada, where he began teaching vocal and instrumental music in Montreal’s public schools. Eventually, he became Supervisor of Music for all of Montreal’s schools, earned his doctorate at McGill University, and was added to its faculty.

During his time in Montreal, Cooper noted that most of the boys in the middle grades were assigned to a study period when nearly everyone else was studying instrumental and/or vocal music. This observation ignited his curiosity and led him to investigate why these boys were not singing. That was the beginning of his life-long devotion to creating ways that singing abilities could be learned and continued successfully.
by boys who were experiencing puberty.\textsuperscript{11}

By working with individual boys of that age, and listening to them closely, he determined that they were capable of singing quite successfully throughout their pubertal growth period. And, he determined that their pubertal growth changed the pitch ranges in which they could sing with physical ease and pleasing tone quality. A primary reason why they had stopped singing during this time was that they were being asked to sing vocal lines that did not match the pitch ranges in which they were capable of singing successfully.\textsuperscript{12}

Cooper set about determining those pitch ranges in which boys could sing successfully as they progressed through their pubertal growth. His approach pinpointed vocal problems that boys had during their junior high school ages (12 through 15 years). Eventually, he created what came to be known as the \textit{Cambiata Plan} for categorizing voices. The term \textit{Cambiata} is a form of the Italian transitive verb \textit{cambiare} (to change). Cooper was familiar with the music theory term \textit{cambiata nota} (changing note) and adapted it to \textit{cambiata voce} (changing voice).\textsuperscript{13}

Over his lifetime, Cooper evaluated the singing of over 114,000 boys who were about to begin puberty, were experiencing puberty, and had completed puberty. Cooper took into account boys’ capable high-and-low pitch ranges, the pitch ranges in which they sang most comfortably with their best vocal tone and least vocal fatigue (\textit{tessitūrae}), and the pitch levels in which there were audible shifts of tonal qualities or register transitions. Based on those determinations, the boys were assigned to sing particular vocal parts in choral music. In addition, he evolved a method for composing and arranging choral music for this age group that is distinguishable from the standard SATB, SAB, TTBB, and TTB voicings. A \textit{Cambiata} or ‘C’ vocal part was substituted for traditional tenor parts, so that arrangements and
compositions that use his method could be written for SACB, SAC, CCBB, or CCB voicings. In the 1950s and 1960s, Cooper composed, arranged, and distributed a large literature of choral music that was used throughout the country.  

In 1972, Don Collins, a former masters and doctoral student of Cooper’s at Florida State, established Cambiata Press, Inc. and located the company in Conway, Arkansas where he was on the choral music faculty at Central Arkansas University. Collins later founded an educational nonprofit corporation, Cambiata Vocal Music Institute of America, through which workshops and other educational services were offered to choral music educators. In 1981, Collins authored The Cambiata Concept, a book that elaborated “…a comprehensive philosophy and methodology of teaching choral music to adolescents.”

Collins retired in 2009, the Institute was transferred to the College of Music at the University of North Texas, and the name was changed to The Cambiata Vocal Institute of America for Early Vocal Music Education. The current Executive Director is Alan McClung.
Male Adolescent Changing Voices: Cooper’s Labels and Pitch Ranges

Notation is based on Cooper and Kuersteiner, Teaching Junior High School Music: General Music and the Vocal Program, Allyn and Bacon, 1970. Quotes are from the same source.

“In junior high school there are five basic types of voices,” according to Cooper: “1) girls’, 2) boys’ unchanged, 3) boys’ in the first change, 4) boys’ in the second change, and 5) boys’ changed.” (p. 18)

The working ranges of these voices are:

Soprano [Unchanged]

Cambiata [First phase of voice change]

Baritone [Second phase of voice change]

Bass [Changed Voice]

“It is a gross error to assume that every voice in each category fits precisely the prescribed range boundaries, but it is safe to say that in each vocal category ninety percent of the singers can maneuver vocally within the appropriate ranges designated above.” (p. 18)

Vocal Tessitura

“Tessitura is that portion of the vocal range in which it is comfortable to sing for a considerable time without tiring...but if the general line of any song lies outside the tessitura, voice strain results.” (p. 19)

Cooper’s Cambiata Plan included two categories for boys who were experiencing pubertal voice change. Boys in the first phase of voice change were categorized as Cambiata voices, and
boys who were in the second phase were categorized as Baritone voices (see SidePanel 1). Unchanged boys’ voices were referred to as Sopranos. Boys who had completed voice change were called Basses. In rehearsal and performance, all of the boys were located in front of the girls.\textsuperscript{17}

\textit{The Cooksey System}

John Cooksey\textsuperscript{18} completed his Masters degree in choral music education at Florida State University where he studied with Cooper. He also taught junior high choirs for seven years in the Tampa Public Schools in Florida where he applied Cooper’s Cambiata Plan. During his time there, he began to observe several characteristics of boys’ changing voices that raised questions about some aspects of the Cambiata Plan. As a result, he began to adapt the Cambiata Plan according to his own perceptual experiences and decided that a scientific study of boys’ changing voices was needed.

After teaching in Tampa, Cooksey was admitted to the Doctor of Education program in choral music education at the University of Illinois. While there, as a student of Richard Colwell, he was schooled in the use of the scientific method for experimental research in music education. Cooksey later joined the music faculty at California State University in Fullerton where he became allied with two speech pathology professors who were interested in voices: Ralph Beckett and Richard Wiseman. Together, the team designed and conducted a three-year scientific study of male adolescents who were experiencing pubertal voice change. Before the study’s data collection had begun, however, Cooksey wrote a series of four theoretical articles about male voice change that were published in four consecutive issues of \textit{Choral Journal}.\textsuperscript{19} One of these articles included his pre-study voice classification guidelines.
Data collection for the Cooksey-Beckett-Wiseman study began in September, 1979. The study’s subjects were 86 seventh-grade boys from the Orange County Unified School District. Some were enrolled in choirs; most were not. During each month of their academic years as seventh, eighth, and ninth graders (totaling 27 months), 23 items of data were recorded from each boy (no data during the summer months).[^20] This resulted in 621 pieces of data for each boy. With 86 boys in the study, there were 53,406 data items collected during the entire study.

Each month, an audiotape recording was made of each boy performing pre-selected vocal tasks. The following list is the sequential order in which the tasks were performed and recorded. Each boy:

- Counted backwards from 20 to 1, and in doing so, their conscious awareness was focused on saying the unfamiliar sequence of numbers accurately. The neural networks that operate the vocal folds, then, typically settled them into vibrating around a particular pitch area. A temporary Average Speaking Fundamental Frequency (ASF₀; abbreviation for fundamental frequency is F₀). was determined when the data gatherer hummed a perceived average pitch, located it on a piano keyboard, and hand-recorded it.
- Began on the temporary ASF₀, and sang the pitches of an ascending major scale (vowel /ah/). They continued to do so to the highest pitch they could produce well. Then, they began on a self-chosen upper pitch and sang a descending major scale on /ah/ to the lowest pitch they could produce well. Any highest/lowest pitch that was produced with audibly perceived effort, strain, and/or “fading down” was not included in their total pitch range compass for the study.
- Sustained a pitch for several seconds in lower register (called modal), another pitch in upper register (called head), and a third pitch in falsetto register when
possible.

After three years, 27 audio recordings had been made of each boy for a grand total of 2,322 recordings to be objectively analyzed. How were they analyzed?

- The recordings of each boy’s speaking sample were played into a voice analysis computer program to obtain an objective measure of their $\text{ASF}_0$. As each boy passed into each phase of voice change, their $\text{ASF}_0$ was above their lowest successful sung pitch by about a minor or major third (3 to 4 half steps).

- The sung pitch scales revealed that some boys had a “blank spot” in the middle area of their pitch range in which they could not produce vocal sound. These occurred almost entirely when the boys were in the Newvoice classification (see SidePanel #2).
Male Adolescent Changing Voices: Cooksey’s Labels and Pitch Ranges


From 1977 through 1980, John Cooksey, Ralph Beckett, and Richard Wiseman conducted The California Longitudinal Study of Male Adolescent Voice Maturation. At the time, Beckett and Wiseman were voice science-oriented Speech Pathologist faculty at California State University, Fullerton. Due to the large amount of gathered data, the study’s written report was not finished until 1985.

The Cooksey-Beckett-Wiseman voice classification guideline labels were correlated with voice mutation stages and other data that were identified in prior scientific research. Two studies in particular were influential in developing the Cooksey-Beckett-Wiseman study, i.e., five- and ten-year longitudinal studies by Naidr, Zbořil, and Ševčík and by Frank and Sparber, respectively (listed as Notes 55 and 56). In all three studies, very few subjects had experienced singing in organized school, religious, or community choral groups, and none of them had studied singing privately. The maturation stage labels, the voice classification labels, and the scientifically derived pitch ranges are below.

- **Premutation Stage Unchanged Voice**

- **Early Mutation Stage Midvoice I**

- **High Mutation Stage Midvoice II**

- **Mutation Climax Stage Midvoice IIA**

- **Postmutation Stabilization Stage Newvoice** (former label: New Baritone)

- **Postmutation Settling Stage Emerging Adult Voice** (former label: Settling Baritone)
The recordings of each boy’s sustained pitches were played into electronic voice analysis equipment that performed objective spectral analyses that included fundamental frequency/pitch, harmonic/partial frequencies above the fundamental to about 4,100-Hertz (vibratory cycles per second), and the intensity levels of all such frequencies. Following each analysis, a spectrogram was printed for examination and comparisons by the investigators. Over 6,500 spectrograms were printed (see SidePanel #3).
Typical Spectrograms of Male Adolescent Changing Voices from the Cooksey-Beckett-Wiseman Study


In all of the spectrograms below, the subjects sang their version of the vowel /ah/. Sustained vocal pitches were sounded into calibrated spectral analyzers, after which the analyzers produced printed spectrograms—a graphic display of two vocal tone features.

1. The layered horizontal lines represent all of the detected partials/harmonics within the vocal tone (partials refers to each ‘part’ of the whole vocal tone). The lowest horizontal line represents the fundamental frequency that listeners hear as the pitch; all the other lines represent the multiple ‘overtone’ frequencies that are produced at the same time as the fundamental frequency.

   On the left and right sides of the graphs is a series of numbers that ascend from 1 to 9, bottom to top. They indicate the vibrational frequency range in which the partials were sounded in increments of 1,000 Hertz (vibration cycles per second). The number nine indicates partials in the 9,000 Hz range. The numbers across the bottom of each graph represent the passage of time in seconds.

2. The darker-thicker ink density of each horizontal line represents greater strengths (pressure intensity) of each partial. The lighter-thinner ink density of each horizontal line represents lesser strength/intensity in those partials. Across the bottom of each spectrogram there is a series of numbers from 1 to 4. Those numbers show the elapsing of time in seconds during the sustained tone(s).

---

**Unchanged Voice (Premutation Stage):** Notice the basic evenness of strength in all the partials.

---

**Midvoice I (Early Mutation Stage):** Notice the ‘broken-up’ uppermost and middle partials and the wavering in most of the partials. That ‘broken-up’ feature would be heard as some degree of breathiness in the vocal tone. The wavering might be explained by ‘efforting’ to reach previously ‘easy’ higher fundamental frequencies (pitches). Also, notice that there is some vibrato that may reflect over-efforting to overcome a loss of clarity and strength in higher fundamental frequencies (pitches).

---

**Midvoice II (High Mutation Stage):** Notice the continued weakening and growing absence of upper partials in this boy’s voice, demonstrating decreased clarity in the higher partials of his voice quality and increased instability of vocal function. Some hinted vibrato is present.

---

**Midvoice IIA (Mutation Climax Stage):** There is a clear decrease (absence) in the number of upper partials in this boy’s voice and even his lowest partials are quite weak (fundamental frequency). He is in the peak stage of mutation in his vocal folds and so he is experiencing a peak of vocal instability. Very little vibrato is produced, perhaps reflecting a generally weakened state in the internal muscles of the larynx.

---

**Newvoice (Postmutation Stabilizing Stage):** Notice that both lower and upper partial strength is returning in this boy’s voice, although his lowest partials are showing weakness. With assumed greater stability in his internal larynx muscles, vibrato also re-emerges.

---

**Emerging Adult Voice (Postmutation Settling Stage):** Even though there are signs of weakness in the upper partials of this boy’s voice, the overall trajectory is increased stability and strength. Notice the strength and clarity of his lowest partials. Also, there is a much more complete presence of vibrato.
• Each boy’s 27 printed spectrograms were sequenced by date of recording and examined for visually detected spectral pattern changes.

• Based on the study’s objectively measured evidence, Cooksey, Becket, and Wiseman agreed that the pitch and tessitura ranges shown in SidePanel #2 reflected average ranges for all the boys who were experiencing each of the phases of pubertal voice change.

Currently, only one printed source presents all the relevant details of the Cooksey-Beckett-Wiseman study. Cooksey presents sessions on male and female pubertal voice change every summer at a course presented by The VoiceCare Network.

Puberty and Male Voice Change: Relevant Scientific Details

Although the onset age of puberty is highly variable, for most boys it happens sometime between the ages of 12 or 13 years. [Latin: pubesco, pubescere = active process of becoming adult (reproductive capability); pubertas = adulthood, implied presence of pubic and facial hair]. The pubertal process begins when genes in a part of the brain (the hypothalamus) trigger the production of gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) [formerly known as luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone (LH-RH)]. GnRH then flows onto its receptors in the pituitary body and that triggers the production and release into the bloodstream of several gonadotrophins [Greek: gone = seed; trophe = nourishment] such as luteinizing hormone (LH) and follicle stimulating hormone (FSH). These two hormones circulate to their receptors located within the two male testes, and that triggers the production of sperm and the production and circulation of the androgenic [Greek: andros = male; genein = to produce] steroid hormone, testosterone
(T). T has several growth triggering effects throughout the body, including increased muscle mass, growth of pubic and facial hair, and voice change. Voice change, facial hair, and pubic hair are the clearest landmarks of puberty in males.

Human physical growth follows a two-phase pattern: a saltation phase [Latin: saltatio = a leap], and a stasis phase [Greek: stasis = state of equilibrium]. The whole of pubertal growth occurs in a variety of shorter growth-to-settling episodes that last multiple weeks to multiple months. These episodes occur sequentially within various anatomical areas of the body, but the start-up time and the duration of each phase is different in each individual. For instance, the end-areas of the body’s four limbs grow larger first (hands and feet), and then the bones and soft tissues of the arms and legs grow longer and larger. Increases in glove and shoe sizes, therefore, “announce” increases in general clothes sizes. James Tanner, a British pediatrician, devised a five-stage evaluative scale of genital development in males that are used today, enabling pediatricians to assess normal versus abnormal pubertal development.

Growth and reshaping of lung size, and thus breath or vital capacity, are among the voice effects of pubertal development. Cooksey found that vital lung capacity increased with each phase of voice change, implying physiological growth of the whole chest, and that increased vital capacity could be used as a predictor of the voice change phases. Engaging in increased respiratory activity, such as is required for singing, also increases lung size and vital capacity. Comparatively lower demand results in less growth in lung size and vital capacity.

The vocal folds are made up of three types of tissues. First,
the core of each vocal fold is made up of the vocalis portion of its thyroarytenoid (TA) muscle. The TA muscles have a primary shortening influence on the vocal folds, and are sometimes referred to as the “body” of the vocal folds. Second, connected to and extending from each vocalis is the non-muscular, “soft tissue” of the deep, intermediate, and superficial layers of the vocal folds’ lamina propria [Latin: lamina = thin layers; proprius = particular, unique]. The deep layer is dense with thread-like collagen fibers. The intermediate layer has less and less collagen and more and more of such fibers as elastin. The deep and intermediate layers form what is called the vocal ligament. The healthy superficial layer is more fluid-like and highly compliant, similar to uncoagulated gelatin. It is constituted mostly of elastin, hyaluronic acid, capillaries, and other constituents. Third, the cells of the epithelium (skin) basically hold everything together. Their outer surfaces are where the effects of impact and shear stresses start during vocal fold vibration. The lamina propria and the epithelium are sometimes referred to as the “cover tissues” of the vocal folds.

Inside the male thyroid cartilage, vocal fold length from prepuberty to postpuberty may increase by about 67% (see Table 1). Pubertal maturation of laryngeal anatomy includes growth of all its muscle and non-muscle tissues. During pubertal growth, layer definition in the lamina propria is accelerated to clearly identify the superficial and intermediate layers, with the intermediate and deep layers forming a now-mature vocal ligament. Essential adult characteristics of the lamina propria are formed by at least age 16.
Table 1
Mean male and female total vocal fold length (in millimeters) from prepuberty through puberty.
[Data from Kahane, 1983. Used with permission.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Prepuberty</th>
<th>Puberty</th>
<th>Growth</th>
<th>Percent Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>17.35</td>
<td>28.92</td>
<td>11.57</td>
<td>66.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>17.31</td>
<td>21.47</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>23.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also during pubertal growth spurts, male laryngeal cartilages become observably larger and heavier. The most significant proportional change of male cartilage dimension is in the front-to-back dimension of the upper area of the largest cartilage, the thyroid. That dimension in the male thyroid cartilage undergoes about three times more horizontal growth than the same dimension in females (15.04-mm compared to 4.47-mm). That lengthened area in the male thyroid cartilage forms what is commonly called the “Adam’s apple.”

Scaled comparison of prepubertal male thyroid cartilage with postpubertal male thyroid cartilage. [Data from Kahane, 1978. Used with permission.]

The vocal tract is basically a tube made up of the throat and mouth—the voice-resonating areas. During and following puberty, the average length of male vocal tracts increases,
becoming significantly longer and developing greater circumference. Full adult dimensions are completed by ages 20 or 21. The vocal tract growth results in amplification of the lower partials of the vocal spectra, thus adding a “fullness” component to perceived voice quality.

One indicator of vocal tract length is the location of the lowest part of the larynx (cricoid cartilage) relative to the cervical vertebrae of the spinal column. In infants, that lowest border of the larynx is located near the lower border of the third cervical vertebra (C3). By age 5 years, under normal growth processes, the low border of the male larynx is located near the middle of C5, near the upper/middle of C6 by 10 years, and near the low area of C6 at the end of puberty. By about age 20 years, the lowest border of the male larynx is located near the upper area of C7. Further downward settling may occur, but the bottom of the larynx remains within the C7 region in males throughout life.

**Puberty and Male Voice Change: From Science to Practice**

In June 1984, at the Voice Foundation’s annual voice symposium, Cooksey presented a research investigation that he had completed with the assistance of Joel Kahane, a renowned vocal anatomist. The study further solidified the results of the earlier California longitudinal study by Cooksey-Beckett-Wiseman. In 1984, Mitzi Groom published the results of her doctoral dissertation in the proceedings of a research symposium on male adolescent voices. She found evidence that voice change phases accelerated in warmer climates, including the summer months in the United States. In 1985, Joanne Rutkowski, now Professor of Music Education at Pennsylvania State University, published the results of a study that tested and validated the Cooksey guidelines for classifying male pubertal voice change.
Cooksey’s 1984 presentation at the Voice Foundation symposium was one of four sessions about what voice education within school music education was like or could be like. A panel discussion followed and included the four presenters, prominent laryngologists Robert Sataloff and Friedrich Brodnitz, and the founder of the Voice Foundation, James Gould. Brodnitz had previously, and rather famously, contended that boys who were experiencing puberty should not be allowed to sing. Yet, upon reviewing the scientific evidence, Brodnitz declared that if music educators and choral conductors followed the results of Dr. Cooksey’s research, then boys could safely sing during puberty. Research could therefore inform the pedagogy of choral music for boys with changing voices.
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Cooksey spent a sabbatical year from 1992 to 1993 in the United Kingdom, hosted by renowned child-voice researcher Graham Welch. A one-year study of boy singers in the London Oratory School and Primary School was undertaken and the results were published. Again, the validity and reliability
of the Cooksey guidelines were confirmed.

A few years later, the Welsh pediatrician, Meredydd Harries and his colleagues investigated whether or not there was a correlation between Tanner’s five stages of genital growth in pubertal males (G1–G5) and the six phases of voice change in Cooksey’s guidelines (C1–C6). Twenty-six non-chorister schoolboys, aged 13 to 14 years, were assessed on five occasions at three-month intervals over one year. Both the Tanner and Cooksey classification guidelines were followed and various data were collected such as salivary testosterone profile, electrolaryngographs, and analyses of recorded speech and singing episodes. The final report concluded with, “This study shows a good correlation between the G and C methods of staging and confirms the Cooksey system as valid for monitoring an individual subject longitudinally through puberty.”

In 1994, results of a 5-year longitudinal investigation of male adolescent voice change were published. The study was funded by one of the institutes of the U.S. National Institutes of Health and described effects of voice change on speech (no sung pitches were studied). Forty-eight male subjects were 10.5- to 11.5-years-old at the study’s beginning and 15.5- and 16.5-years old at the end. The most relevant objective measurements were speaking fundamental frequency ($F_0$) and phonational frequency range (PFR). Standard spoken passages were read to determine $F_0$ and pitch sliding was used to determine PFR. Based on the then-current state of knowledge about voice change in the speech sciences, the authors determined that stable adolescent voice change measurements could be obtained, the related vocal changes appeared in predictable patterns, and both the onset and duration of voice change extended over a longer period of time than had been previously thought.
Much more recently, Harry Hollien reviewed a wide array of anatomical, physiological, and practical application studies about male pubertal voice change. Included were the 5-year study mentioned above and special mention of the Cooksey-Beckett-Wiseman research. Hollien concluded that correlations between the course of general pubertal growth and changes in spoken and sung fundamental frequency ($F_0$) range were valid measures of what he called adolescent voice change (AVC). He proposed a model of AVC in which plots of the spoken or sung $F_0$ change parameter could define AVC, including its start, extent, and completion.

A significant challenge to voice educators and voice scientists has been the presence of phonation gaps (no vocal sound) within adolescent boys’ singing ranges—what Cooksey referred to as “blank spots.” In 2008, Elizabeth Willis and Dianna Kenny, assisted by Graham Welch, took up that challenge and published some unique and valuable findings. Over one year, they studied relationships between phonational gaps, body weight, and $SF_0$ in 18 boys who were completing year seven at two secondary schools in Sydney, Australia. The average age of the boys was just under 13 years at the beginning of the study. Over the year, objective physical and acoustic measures were gathered during five data-gathering visits.

Willis and Kenny confirmed Cooksey’s “blank spot” gap in phonation, clarifying that it almost always occurred toward the second half of the voice change process, beginning around the transition between Midvoice IIA and Newvoice. They gathered data by using more sophisticated voice analysis instruments than were available to Cooksey in the early 1980s. The male singers were recorded performing six vocal glides (glissandi). Three of them descended from subjects’ uppermost phonational frequency range (PFR) to lowest PFR, and three ascended from subjects’ lowest PFR to their highest, thus exposing any gaps that were present. There were three major
findings.

First, in those boys who experienced phonational gaps during the glides, the gaps extended over a wider pitch range than was found by Cooksey, and some boys had a series of up to three gaps that changed in phonational range (pitch range) over time. The first of these started with gaps that were below the boys’ SF₀ (average range A₂ to D₃), then later changed to an upper pitch range gap (E₅ to F₅), before becoming a mid-range gap (C₄ to G₄). Some of the gaps included pitches that Cooksey had found could be easily sung and some of the mid-range gaps lasted longer than Cooksey had indicated.

Second, the researchers were interested in related research findings that males typically gained weight during the second half of early adolescence. The researchers wondered if there was a correlation between this weight gain and the phonational blank spots that signaled the second half of the voice change process. Indeed, at the end of the study when the boys’ average age was nearly 14 years, all boys heavier than 54.8 kg (120.8 lbs) had gaps that averaged from D#₄ to G#₄.

Third, Willis and Kenny indicated that no voice education method could overcome phonational gaps, but they expressed no opposition to Cooksey’s recommended use of slow downward sigh-glides to assist in the transition toward full-range singing and disappearance of the gaps. The authors recommended more research into all of their findings.

**Boys Choose to Sing because They Can**

Irvin Cooper and John Cooksey dedicated considerable time and energy in their lives to helping adolescent boys know that their voices—over their entire lives—are capable of skilled singing. And, that each of them is a human being who is capable of speaking and singing (and moving) expressively from
the heart, with rich empathy for their fellow human beings.

On one wall of the choral music room, a middle school teacher who used Cooksey’s voice classification guidelines, placed a horizontal row of six printed placards across the top. The placards named each of the Cooksey classification labels, i.e., Unchanged, Midvoice I, etc. On the left end of that wall, placards were placed top-to-bottom on which the name of each boy in the school choral program was printed. The same was done on another wall for the girls in the program.

On a selected day, meeting only with the boys, the choral teacher explained, in simple terms, about voice change, its growth spurts, and the changes of vocal capability that accompanied them. Using the choir room piano and older, more experienced boys, he showed them all how to classify their own voices. When the boys thought they had changed to the next category, they were to tell the choir teacher and the teacher would confirm or disconfirm the boy’s decision. If confirmed, the boy would move his name under his new voice change category in the current or next rehearsal.

Those conversations were made possible because of the teacher’s knowledge of the physiology of voice change and awareness of adolescent social and cognitive development. The boys were engaged as musicians, aware of their present capabilities, and eager to move toward the next singing experience. Vocal transformation had enabled musical transformation.

As it should be.
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